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Books in Motion and Normative Knowledge Production in the Early Modern Iberian Worlds. An Introduction*

How was normative knowledge produced in the early modern period? One obvious way to answer this question is to study the contents of legal books. But we can also look at these books as material objects. This second approach invites us to consider that knowledge was also the result of material and social processes of production. It also means having a broader look at legal materiality more generally.2

»Medieval and early modern learned law« was «deeply rooted in a literary tradition», and every »development of legal learned knowledge« was »embedded in the written page«. In medieval and early modern learned circles, »to master the law was to read books«. But, most importantly, the materiality of books does »carry meanings«.3 With these words, António Manuel Hespanha in 2008 stressed the need to expand the scope of legal historical research, which had, up to that point, traditionally focused on the intellectual output of the so-called »author«. In the article, Hespanha demonstrated the strong connection between the development of early modern Western legal theory and the changes in the physical format of the book, specifically in the layout of the printed page. On the basis of this, he proposed taking into account the interconnections between the content and the materiality of the objects that contributed – maybe more than other forms of media – to the storage, mobilisation and communication of normative knowledge: books, specifically legal books.4 In this way, Hespanha tried to bridge the gap between »material bibliography and legal history«. This gap was not only methodological, but also one between two branches of knowledge – book history and legal history – which largely ignored one another, with only few exceptions, for a long time.5

In the last decades, a »Copernican shift« in book studies saw attention move from the »author« to the »reader«, opening up new areas of research. This shift has greatly affected the fields of history of knowledge and history of science, and, more recently, has begun to have an impact on legal history as well.6 Legal historians have begun taking the materiality of legal books seriously. They have started to analyse law in the past as a broader cultural phenomenon by looking at legal books, paying particular attention to legal knowledge, legal culture and legal literacy as well as to the readers of legal books, in different geographical areas.

For instance, along with a renewed interest in those »doctrinal« legal books that most influenced Western legal culture in the age of print,7 research on continental Europe has developed new method-
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ologies for studying the dissemination of early modern legal books across borders, far beyond the author’s intentions. In addition, the actors involved in this process as well as the role of censorship of legal books have become objects of study, as have jurists’ readings and the authorship of legal books.

Even though attention has focused mainly on printed books, scholars have clearly stressed the continued existence of an important production and market of legal manuscripts in the age of printing. Also in the area of law, manuscript and print coexisted for a long time, and manuscripts were preferred in specific cases. Very recently, the materiality of medieval legal culture, combining approaches from legal history and from the history of the book, has been explored, following a manuscript-led perspective and highlighting the importance of the contextualization of legal texts within the materiality of the written word in order to understand how laws and related texts were actualized and adapted. The cultural and material history approach has also been applied to the study of the most important medieval Castilian code, the Siete Partidas. Here, the analysis of the regulation of legal writing at both the normative and the documentary level has been used to explore both the techniques and the theory of medieval codification.

Moving to England, following the stimulating and critical debate initiated by the publication of Elizabeth Eisenstein’s works, scholars working on the history of the common law have been exploring the impact of the printed word on legal development, showing that, even though the printing press constituted one of the most important of all episodes in Western history, it was not per se an agent of change. The introduction of printing did not automatically lead to an increase in the production of legal books. Scholars instead link the later explosion of legal books to early modern business practices, employed especially in the law book trade. They have shown that the development of printed legal material was the result of a complex interaction between lawyers, printers, the Stationers’ Company and the state, and influenced by the regulatory structures that were put in place.

A similar approach has been adopted for studying the production, circulation and reception of legal knowledge in China. A recent study has shown that the commercial printing revolution in early modern China fundamentally transformed the Chinese judicial system and legal culture. It concluded that commercial publishers introduced new sources of judicial authority, transformed the popular view of law and fostered popular legal awareness in Qing local society.

Of course, these studies have taken different typologies of legal books into account. On the one hand, together with the more traditional learned legal literature, scholars have been working on official legislative texts. For instance, the publication of the first royal acts in France has been analysed to explore the impact of the printing press both on legislative power and on legal practice. On the other hand, another particularly innovative focus of research has been on popular and pragmatic handbooks and manuals, which played a fundamental role in early modern legal literacy.
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and allowed legal knowledge to reach a wider audience, both in European societies and in imperial China.

A particular kind of pragmatic normative literature, related to the sphere of religious normativity and moral theology, played a fundamental role in normative knowledge production in Ibero-America. Moral theology was the new producer of normative knowledge in the early modern Iberian worlds. Pragmatic books mobilised the knowledge that was needed to produce normative statements. Through these «small» pragmatic «books», which often came out of a web of global normative knowledge production such as the School of Salamanca, the solutions to the questions and problems that the «big empires» had to face in the turbulent decades of the 16th century circulated on a global scale. Only partially printed in overseas territories, the great majority of the books circulating in America were printed in Europe and then imported. For Spanish America this happened via Seville.

As we have seen so far, legal historians have started to look at legal books to inquire into the processes of how normative knowledge was produced in the early modern Iberian worlds, which is the object of this Focus. An entirely new field of investigation and exchange between branches of knowledge has been developed and has opened up new avenues of inquiry.

Regarding the legal culture of early modern Spanish America, looking at the materiality and, above all, at the circulation of legal books is particularly meaningful. One of the components of this multifaceted legal culture was precisely related to the Spanish and, more generally, the European learned legal tradition, which travelled from Europe to the Americas also through books. The construction of this legal culture was a very complex phenomenon that cannot, of course, be reduced to a mere process of reception. Rather, it was the outcome of processes of adaptation, cultural translation and «glocal» knowledge production that as yet have not been fully explored.

So far, many studies have been dedicated to the authors and texts that circulated, as well as to the channels through which the European legal tradition reached America. However, not enough attention has yet been paid to the materiality and to the media dimension of these (and possibly other) legal books. Such an approach can add other dimensions to the investigation.

I opened this introduction by mentioning that, according to historians of science, the material context of knowledge production matters. For this reason, a dialogue between book history and legal history is needed to take a step forward in the understanding of the production of normative knowledge in the early modern Iberian worlds.

The categories used to analyse a book’s life cycle can be particularly helpful in this regard. I am referring to Robert Darnton’s «communications circuit», which looks at book production, circulation and consumption, and which has recently been revisited by Bellingradt and Salman. Especially when we consider the normative knowledge production on the imperial scale of the Iberian worlds, where books circulated largely between the two sides of the Atlantic (and, of course, also in the Pacific parts of the empires, which, unfortunately, we could not cover with this Focus), the theoretical perspective of «books in motion» appears particularly fruitful. It also takes into account the «materiality, sociality, and spatiality» of the «communications circuit». It goes without saying that in the production of normative knowledge in the Iberian worlds, the circulation and consumption of normative books played a fundamental role.

The articles of this Focus are intended as a first step into a necessary dialogue between book historians and legal historians working on legal books. In the contributions, three book historians (Pedro Rueda, Idalia García, and Natalia Maillard Álvarez) and one legal historian (Airtón Ribeiro da Silva Jr.) look at legal books in the early modern
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Iberian worlds, covering New Spain, Brazil, the Atlantic trade, and the city of Seville.

The contributions focus on the circulation of legal books from Europe to the Americas, their use and their readers. By what routes and what means did normative books circulate in the early modern Iberian worlds? Who were the actors involved? Which editions did circulate, and in which communities of practice? How did these travelling books and their use shape legal practices? Furthermore, did the material conditions of the use of legal books in judicial activity contribute to the production of normative knowledge? Who were the readers of legal books? These are some of the questions that the articles in this Focus try to answer, making an important contribution to legal historical research by showing how questions and methods from the history of the book can fruitfully be applied to study the production of normative knowledge, too.

From the methodological point of view, the contributions mainly use contemporary documentary sources to look at one face of the »two-sided reality of bibliographic research«, the »external history« of legal books. Amongst the archival documents analysed by the contributors are book lists prepared for different purposes, such as for the book trade, censorial control, or notarial post-mortem documentation.

Pedro Rueda (Law Books in the Hispanic Atlantic World: Spaces, Agents and the Consumption of Texts in the Early Modern Period) tracks the circulation of legal books in the Atlantic world through the commercial networks and circuits of the Carrera de Indias (the system of armed convoys of ships crossing the Atlantic). He investigates the distribution channels and the activity of the agents who made the circulation of law books between Europe and the Spanish Crown’s American territories possible, namely the merchants and booksellers, as well as the readers who placed the orders, who played crucial roles in the consignments of legal books printed in Europe that travelled first to, and then within, the Americas.

Rueda demonstrates how the infrastructure that enabled the circulation of law books between Europe and the Americas shaped the availability of normative knowledge stored and mobilised in legal books. Through his documentary analysis of book shipments, he is able to follow the ›lives‹ of legal books that circulated between Europe and America, and the readers (jurists, theologians, professors, but also Crown officials and municipal office holders) who needed them as necessary tools for their professional activity, to continue their academic studies or to perform their duties in colonial institutions. Some of these books were ›pragmatic‹ books as well.

Idalia García (Orden dentro del desorden: circulación de libros de derecho en Nueva España, 1585–1640) looks at the circulation of legal books in early modern New Spain by studying the private and institutional libraries established by royal officials and religious orders. Her approach includes the analysis of book lists written by the Inquisition interested in controlling the books that entered New Spain. She studies not only the contents of the lists but also their form in order to understand how these lists worked and to decipher their meaning as cultural practices. Her analysis of the book lists has been used to create a bibliographical database for identifying early modern editions in historical documents. This allows us to identify the editions of the books which were transported from Europe to the Americas via the commercial networks, proving their actual presence in certain defined communities of practices.

Airton Ribeiro da Silva Jr. (Magistrates’ Travelling Libraries: The Circulation of Normative Knowledge in the Portuguese Empire of the Late 18th Century) explores a different way in which legal books circulated in Portuguese America. In fact, he looks at the books that the magistrates, members of the Portuguese judicial administration, took with them when moving from one judicial post to another across the pluricontinental empire. Censorship sources allow him to identify and reconstruct the ›travelling libraries‹ that these ›itinerant magistrates‹ brought with them to help them with their temporary overseas appointments. These ›portable collections‹ allow him to identify the indispensable working tools that the magistrates used for their judicial functions on the most remote fringes of the global Portuguese empire.

33 Infantes (2012). On this point, see also Pedro Rueda’s article in the present Focus.
In addition to «travelling libraries», the Focus takes into account also the private libraries of jurists and other legal professionals in early modern Spain as a way of accessing the readers of legal books. Natalia Maillard Álvarez (Lectores de obras jurídicas en la Edad Moderna [Sevilla, siglos XVI–XVII]) studies the readers of legal books in early modern Spain by analysing the inventories of private libraries recorded in Seville, the city that was the centre of the Atlantic trade, in the 16th and 17th centuries. The data extracted from the notarial documents that she examines are collected in a database of asset inventories produced between 1550 and 1634. Maillard Álvarez traces the profiles of a diverse range of readers who collected legal books – both legal professionals, with or without university legal education, and those outside the world of law – and discusses the kinds of legal books preserved in their libraries in the late Spanish Renaissance.

Legal books were essentially working tools. The articles in this Focus provide complementary pictures of legal books in motion in the early modern Iberian worlds from different observation points: books stored in private libraries in Seville, composing the «portable» libraries travelling with magistrates in Portuguese America, crossing the Atlantic in the commercial book trade, or travelling from Europe to reach libraries of religious orders in New Spain.

These contributions show that looking at legal books as material objects and analysing them «in motion» can open up new research paths to better understand the factors that contributed to normative knowledge production in the early modern Iberian worlds. For instance, it appears crucial to assess the impact of the logics and actors of the book market on the production of normative knowledge, or to investigate the interaction between the material conditions in which legal professionals performed and the production of normative knowledge across continents. Moreover, due to the «epistemic indeterminacy» of early modern books and the differences in form and content between editions, the identification of the specific editions of legal books present in certain defined epistemic communities could also contribute to identifying the normative knowledge available. Finally, outlining the profile of the readers of legal books «in motion», who were the «main performer[s] of every process of reception or creative appropriation of a text in a different context» could allow us to access another level of normative knowledge production by observing in detail how «universal» legal knowledge was transformed and adapted to concrete local contexts.
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